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Explosive claims from Dr. Paul Thomas on Steve Kirsch’s show.
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Dr. Paul Thomas: "It's only way later – when 
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almost all the SIDs [cases] happen the week 
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The American Crusader  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Big Pharma has a lot to answer for, and not just for the people
maimed and killed by the clot shot. Evidence that SIDS was
caused by vaccines has been known FOR YEARS. The same goes
for autism.

 15  0

Smac14  

Reply •

− ⚑> The American Crusader

21 hours ago

Big pharma? Big pharma held hands with our
government and the academy to get us here. I work in
healthcare, and you're not even allowed to hint that
vaccines might not be perfect without being subjected
to derision. Society is broken, at least in US.

 6  0

Hs Hs  

Reply •

− ⚑> Smac14

5 hours ago

"Big pharma held hands with our government"

The very de�nition of Fascism/Corporatism.

 1  0

al rosen  

Reply •

− ⚑> Hs Hs

2 hours ago  edited

This is correct. Same deal with
military/industrial realm which has
pretty much put the government on
its payroll. Result: war after stinking
and ridiculous wars we cannot even
win.

 1  0

Patriot077  − ⚑> The American Crusader

15 hours ago

I heard an attorney (Aaron Siri) who specializes in
vaccine injuries, speak on the number of jabs kids are
required to have these days. He also went into changes
to the laws and liabilities over time and the bad
outcomes that have increased alongside My worst fears
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Reply •

outcomes that have increased alongside. My worst fears
con�rmed.

 4  0

Rikki Tch Tch  

Reply •

− ⚑> The American Crusader

17 hours ago

You are so right. Autism got its start in the U.S. with the
infant vaccination programs instituted by Pharma and
our ignorant government, which was and is well and truly
invested in Pharma. There is accountability coming for
these evil people. Billions of dollars and dual citizenship
will not save them.

 2  0

Bazinga

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

The rate of SIDS decreased in Florida by 14% as they saw a
simultaneous 9% drop in childhood vaccination during the
shutdowns in mid-2020.....just sayin'

 12  0

bigpete  

Reply •

− ⚑

18 hours ago

I already distrusted hospital systems before Covid. Covid taught
me to distrust doctors. Now we are learning we should probably
hate them both. This is scary stuff.

 8  0

Eric Durak  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Dr. Vera Sheibner from Australia did research and wrote about
SIDS in her 1993 book - Vaccination: 100 years of orthodox
research shows that vaccines represent an assault on the
immune system. She has been cruci�ed in Wikipedia, meaning
that she is correct. The developer of the "Cot Watch" - she studied
hundreds of infants and found that all of those who stopped
breathing (and activating the machine) had recently been
vaccinated. The smear campaigns are horrendous. How many
adults dying will it take?

 7  0

mpennery

Reply •

− ⚑

12 hours ago

The science is settled. ALL vaccines are bioweapons. Their
purpose is to make you sick to generate a lifetime of Big Pharma
pro�ts.

 6  0

castlerock58  

Reply •

− ⚑> mpennery

an hour ago

They are bioweapons against diseases like smallpox
and measles that can wipe out huge numbers of people.
It could well be that the good they do has led to a desire
to cover up their side effects. With Covid and the swine
�u scare in the 70's fear of mass mortality in a
pandemic caused vaccines with questionable
usefulness and dangerous side effects to be used.
There was also unethical pressure on people to take a
risky experimental vaccine. Vaccines are the greatest
developments in western medicine but they can become
dangerous if medical ethics are corrupted by politics
and pro�t.

 0  0

littlewing  − ⚑

a day ago
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Reply •

y g

I've known this for decades but don't say anything, they will call
you a holocaust denier/anti vaxxer.'"

 5  0

Madcows  

Reply •

− ⚑

7 hours ago

It's not just SIDS. Don't overlook Autism, food allergies, immune
disorders, ADHD, developmental disorders, and just about every
other malady that our population has developed since mass
vaccination began.

 4  0

Rick

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

The Science in America.

⛺

 4  0

SpeakOut  

Reply •

− ⚑

5 hours ago  edited

The 'new' childhood schedule, if followed, amounts to 72
injections between 0-18 years. We're not talking saline
injections... your body was not designed for so much toxicity or
'intervention'.

 3  0

grammi48  

Reply •

− ⚑

7 hours ago

WHAT you mean It Is NOT from laying infants on their stomachs
until they can turn themselves Over ????? ,,,Which everyone of my
Large Family DID with their KIds and NEVER Lost a child.

 3  0

Fred Stevens

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Not just "a" vaccine. The mRNA "vaccine."

#Nuremberg2

 3  0

Todd Clemmer  − ⚑

7 hours ago  edited
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